
Europeana – Codenames online board game 

Google Drive Excel chart 

 

Content: 

 

1. Basic sheet 

2. Operatives’s sheet 

3. Spymaster’s sheet 

4. Picture list 

 

Functions: 

1. Basic sheet: it operates for safety reason. The students use the Operatives’s and Spymaster’s 

sheets where the pictures (agents, assassin, bystanders) flip if they place their guesses on 

them. To avoid inconvenient and irreversible movements on the 5x5 grid, I created this sheet 

which can serve as a base for further creations.  

2. Operatives’s sheet: this sheet is used by the Operatives during the game. 

3. Spymaster’s sheet: this sheet must only be used by the two teams’s elected Spymasters. 

4. Picture list: here you can find the attributes and the links of the pictures taken from the 

Europeana website and used in the 5x5 grid.  

 

Steps to follow: 

1. Open the Google Drive Excel chart (https://tinyurl.hu/aUOj/). 

2. Open File and Click on Make a copy. (This way you are saving an editable version of the game 

on your computer.) 

3. At the bottom you can see the content (Basic sheet, Operatives’s sheet, Spymaster’s sheet, 

Picture list). 

4. Click on the arrow at the Operatives’s sheet and choose Copy to New spreadsheet. (This way 

you are creating a copy only of this sheet which you can share with the Operatives of the team.  

5. Click on the arrow at the Spymaster’s sheet and choose Copy to New spreadsheet. (This way 

you are creating a copy only of this sheet which you can share with the two Spymasters of the 

team. 

6. To start playing the game the teacher or one Operative can share the spreadsheet on Zoom. 

The Spymasters have two options. They can only open their Spymaster’s sheet on their 

computers and follow the game on their grids by listening to the teams’s guesses or they can 

share their screens and handle the Operatives’s sheet on Zoom and their Spymaster’s sheet.  

When the students give their guesses, they need to click on a picture and write the word TIP 

and press and ENTER. The colour of the picture will be revealed.  

 

 

https://tinyurl.hu/aUOj/


How to create a new 5x5 grid: 

 

1. The students browse in the Europeana collections and choose 25 licence free pictures. 

2. They upload the pictures into the Google Drive Excel chart. 

3. The Spymasters decide on the distribution of the colours (9 red, 8 blue, 7 yellow and 1 black). 

4. The Spymasters edit the pictures following these steps: 

 

• Open Format and choose Conditional format rules. 

• Apply to range e.g D3. 

• In format cells if choose text contains and write into the box of Value or formula the word 

TIP. 

• In formatting style you can choose the color of the cell and the text. 

• Save your changes. 


